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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2014-The Saints Association’s law enforcement team 
was the most elite force of the Saints Association. 

Even Zenon had to attach value to them. 

After becoming the new head of the Saints Association, the first thing he wanted to 
conquer was the law enforcement team. 

This force could completely exterminate any force other than the six top forces of Star 
Kingdom. 

“Quintus, are you trying to help the evildoers?” This was the first sentence Sid said. 

“Lord Sid, without you here, I had no choice. Everyone in the Saints Association has 
succumbed to Zenon after he suppressed us with force. I am not afraid of death, but I 
can’t ignore the lives of my brothers. Please forgive me, Lord Sid.” The leader of the law 
enforcement team, Captain Quintus, replied. 

“Sigh, Zenon is very ambitious. He wants to unify Star Kingdom and collect all the luck 
of the Star Kingdom so he can get into that legendary realm during this golden age. 
He’s trying to make Star Kingdom miserable by doing this,” Sid sighed and shook his 
head. 

This remark was not only heard by the Palmore and Fellowes family, as even the spies 
of the major forces of Star Kingdom who were watching the battle in secret also heard it. 

Everyone showed incredible expressions. 

‘Zenon wants to unify Star Kingdom? 

‘Gather all the luck of Star Kingdom and get into the realm after Sacred Saint Rank? 

‘This is great news. 

‘I have to pass this back to the family as soon as possible. 

‘Zenon’s ambition is so great, it’s no wonder he wants to create chaos Star Kingdom. 

‘Only when there is chaos will he have a chance to unify Star Kingdom.’ 

Everyone in the Palmore family wanted to tear the old man Sid into pieces. 

He was trying to push the Palmore family against all Star Kingdom forces by saying 
that. 



How despicable! 

David was also stunned. 

In the beginning, he felt that this matter was strange. 

Zenon was already a Sacred Saint who was standing at the top of Star Kingdom, so 
how would he care about external things like Treasure Trove? 

It turned out that he wanted to use this chance to cause chaos in Star Kingdom. 

Then, he would wait until the time was almost up, and then take action to integrate all 
the forces of Star Kingdom. 

However, could he get into a higher realm by doing this? 

David still did not quite get it. 

He had no idea that if he wanted to get into Divine Realm, he needed the power of faith. 

Zenon was already a peak Sacred Saint. 

If he wanted to go further, he would need to collect the power of faith of Star Kingdom. 

The only way he could do that was to become the god in the hearts of everyone in Star 
Kingdom. 

After Star Kingdom was unified, Zenon’s next step was to build statues of himself in all 
corners of Star Kingdom for everyone to worship. 

Then, he would use this to gather the power of faith and break through to Saint Realm. 

“I implore Lord Sid to come back and lead the Saints Association once more!” Quintus 
yelled. 

“I implore Lord Sid to come back and lead the Saints Association once more!” The rest 
of the Saints Association’s law enforcement team followed suit. 

“I implore Lord Sid to return to the Saints Association, regain control of the world, and 
restore peace to Star Kingdom,” Cedar shouted in another way. 

“I implore Lord Sid to return to the Saints Association, regain control of the world, and 
restore peace to Star Kingdom.” Naturally, the Fellowes family supported their 
grandmaster. 1 

“Everyone, please be quiet and listen to me.” 



As soon as Sid said that, silence befell the scene. 

“Everyone! I understand what you want, but now I am no longer capable of being the 
head.” 

Before he could finish, someone immediately disagreed. 

“Lord Sid, we only recognize you as our head. No one else can get our approval.” 

The voice was not from the Palmore or Fellowes family, but from outside. 

That voice represented the other spectating forces in Star Kingdom. 

With someone taking the lead, more people followed suit. 

‘That’s right! We only recognize Lord Sid and no one else.” 

“Zenon is so ambitious and only considers his own interests. What qualifications does 
he have to be the head of the Saints Association? What we need is a selfless person 
like Lord Sid.” 

“I agree!” 

“I agree!” 

‘The Fellowes family also agrees!” Cedar followed suit and roared. 

He was dying for the Palmore family to become the public enemy of Star Kingdom. 
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